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"Self Incorporated" was developed through the resources of a consortium of forty-two educational
and broadcasting agencies in the United States and Canada. The consortium, organized and man-
aged by the Agency for Instructional Television, consists of the following agencies:

Alaska Department of Education, Division of State Libraries
Department of Education, Province of Alberta
Arkansas Educational Television Commission
British Columbia Provincial Department of Education
California Health Education Television Consortium
Connecticut Consortium for Educational Projects through

Television
Florida Department of Education
Hawaii Department of Education
Idaho State Department of Education
Illinois Office of Education and Southern Illinois

Instructional Television Association
Indiana State Board of Health
Iowa Drug Abuse Authority/Iowa Educational Broad-

casting Network
Kansas State Department of Education
Kentucky Educational Television
Louisiana State Department of Education
Maine Health Education Consortium
Massachusetts Educational Television, Department of

Education
Michigan Office of Health and Medical Affairs
Mississippi Authority for Educational Television
Missouri State Department of Elementary and Secondary

Education

Montana Consortium; "Self Incorporated"
Nebraska Department of Education, ITV Services
Nevada Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse/Nevada State

Department of Education
New Hampshire Department of Education
New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority
New York State Education Department
North Carolina State Department of Education
North Dakota Public Instruction, Health and School Television
Ohio Department of Education
Oklahoma State Department of Education
Ontario Educational Communications Authority
Oregon State Department of Education and Oregon

Association of Intermediate and County Superintendents
Pennsylvania Department of Education
South Carolina State Department of Education
South Dakota ITV, Division of Elementary and Secondary

Education
Tennessee State Department of Education
Texas Education Agency
Utah State Board of Education, Curriculum Division
Virginia State Department of Education
Washington State Instructional Television Consortium
State of Wisconsin, Educational Communications Board
Wyoming State Department of Education

The Agency for Instructional Television is a nonprofit American-
Canadian organization established in 1973 to strengthen education
through television and other technologies. Its primary function is the
development of joint program projects involving state and provincial
agencies. It also acquires, adapts, and distributes a wide variety of
television, audiovisual, and related printed materials for use as major
learning resources. AIT's predecessor organization, National Instruc-
tional Television, was founded in 1962. The AIT main offices are in
Bloomington, Indiana. There are regional offices in the Washington,
D.C., Atlanta, Milwaukee, and San Francisco areas.

Copies of the Formative Evaluation of Self Incor-
porated Programs are available for purchase. For
information, please write AIT, Box A, Blooming-
ton, Indiana 47401.
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SUMMARY

This report presents the formative evaluation activities

of "Self Incorporated," a 15-program television/film series.

"Self Incorporated" is designed to stimulate classroom discus-

sion of critical issues and problems of early adolescence. It

aims at helping 11- to 13-year-olds cope with the physical,

social, and emotional changes they are experiencing. "Self In-

corporated" was created under the management of the Agency for

Instructional Television through the resources of a consortium

of 42 state and provincial educational and broadcasting agencies,

with additional assistance from Exxon Corporation.

The formative evaluation of "Self Incorporated" was conducted

in two phases. The first phase obtained student and teacher

reactions to program concepts, script ideas, scripts, and parts

of completed programs. This pre-production evaluation was con-

ducted by local evaluation consultants working with each of the

three production agencies and by the scriptwriters themselves.

It served, in part, to confirm the scriptwriters' ideas, to

generate salient examples of action and dialogue from the audi-

ence, and to stimulate questions for field testing. All 15 "Self

_Incorporated" programs were evaluated by the local consultants

in conjunction with the writers/producers/directors.

The second phase of evaluation involved an extensive field

test of eight of the tentatively completed programs. The pro-

grams were evaluated in the "answer-print" .stage and were sub-

ject to revision based on evaluation results prior to the pro-

grams' release by AIT.
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The "Self Incorporated" formative evaluation was designed

to provide information to production personnel for their de-

cisions regarding each program. The field test data was used

to help the executive producer and content consultant determine

whether a program was lacking in production and/or content

quality. In addition, the evaluation procedures provided the

staffs of each production agency with opportunities for gain-

ing insights into audience reactions.

Eight of the "Self Incorporated" programs were evaluated

in this phase. Time--for testing and revision--did not permit

more of the programs to undergo field testing. Thus, what was

learned from the field tests of the first eight programs was

applied to the writing and production of the remaining seven.

Members of the "Self Incorporated" consortium assisted in

the field testing by obtaining the participation of classrooms,

providing observers, and collecting the prescribed evaluation

data. The field tests were conducted at 25 sites in 16 states.

More than 5,600 students in 225 classrooms participated.

Observers for the field test sites were trained by AIT and

showed individual television programs in classrooms to obtain

data on: 1) students' visual attention to the programs;

2) students' comprehension of the program content and their

attitudes about the characters and concepts covered; 3) the

classroom discussion process that usually followed the viewing

of the programs; and 4) the teachers' opinions and attitudes

concerning each program and the concept of the series.
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These data were then returned to AIT by the observers,

analyzed, and subsequently reported to the executive producer,

the content consultant, and other production personnel. They

were also provided to those developing the teacher's guide and

in-service workshop materials.

Results of the field test

In general, the programs were effective with the student

audiences. The viewers were highly attentive to the programs;

with certain correctable exceptions, they were able to compre-

hend the material in the programs. The post-viewing discussions

involved the students in the issues, although a large portion

of the discussion period was devoted to reviewing and clarify-

ing the on-screen events. Several of the programs required and

received production modifications to clarify or enhance student

comprehension. A number of other problems generated by the

programs required and received special attention in the teacher's

guide to facilitate improved classroom use.

Teachers liked the concept of "Self Incorporated" and in-

dicated their desire to use more programs in.the series. They

reported that the programs involved their classes and helped in

discussions of the issues covered by the series. The programs

in the field test were reported to result in successful class-

room lessons by almost every teacher. Nevertheless, some of

the programs, being particularly sensitive, seemed to cause the

teachers to be uncomfortable, and the evaluation results suggest

the need for special preparation prior to teachers' extensive
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use of the series. Both the teacher's guide and the in-service

materials should attend to these teacher concerns.

As a result of the extensive field test data, a number of

generalizations and speculations can be made about the audience

and about various aspects of the production of the "Self Incor-

porated" series:

1) Film techniques (intercuts) used to move the linear

story line to events in the past or to fantasy se-

quences were not universally perceived or understood

by the students. Traditional video and audio special

effects seemed to be needed to help students make

these transitions.

2) All-talk/no-action and no-talk/no-action (i.e., slow-

moving, "mood" creating) sequences reduced the level

of attention to the screen and can interfere with

comprehension of the program's content.

3) Students from various racial groups had no trouble

identifying with and empathizing with program charac-

ters of the same or different races. The events and

issues were more important than racial characteristics.

4) The audience exhibited an age-related reluctance to

rebel or to express non-conformist values. The

younger part of the audience tended to offer responses

which would conform to adult requests, but older stu-

dents, 13 and above, were more likely to support

rebellious solutions.

7
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5) Teachers in junior high and middle schools avoided

making personal references in the post-viewing dis-

cussion and stressed the abstract and conceptual

aspect of the issues raised by the programs. They

moved the discussion away from the personal revela-

tions that students wished to provide. This con-

trasts to the more personalized approaches of ele-

mentary school teachers who use series such as

"Inside/Out." In-service activities and teacher's

guide materials may be needed to help junior high

teachers more fully utilize affective material such

as "Self Incorporated."

In summary, the programs were well-received by the stu-

dents and the teachers and likely to result in worthwhile

classroom lessons.

The following pages contain summaries of the field test
results for the eight "Self Incorporated" programs un-
dergoing this part of the evaluation. In reading these
summaries, it is important to remember that these field
tests were designed to improve existing programs and to
help prepare for more effective future programs. Prob-
lem areas and program strong points both are specific-
ally reviewed. Program production modifications were
made and specific teacher's guide materials were in-
cluded after the executive producer and chief content
consultant had reviewed these data.

These individual program summaries appear in the order
in which the programs were evaluated. The complete re-
port covers them in greater detail.

8
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SUMMARY

"TRYING TIMES"

"Trying Times" is designed to help students recognize and deal with
group pressure and to help them understand the forces that affect
their decision making.

This program was field tested in 28 classrooms in 4 sites in the
United States. A total of 532 students participated.

Attention to the program remained relatively high throughout the
entire 15-minute period. Two all-talk/no-action sequences depress
viewer attention--the early discussion in Meg's room and Roger's
anti-smoking message. This diminution was not extensive, however.

Viewers generally perceived that the program was about social
pressure and its influence on decision making. Students exhibited
awareness of both identification and compliance as processes un-
derlying the group pressure for conformity. They usually saw
censure, either verbal or physical, as a consequence of not con-
forming. From the post-viewing discussion, it is evident that
students were able to go beyond the smoking and drinking shown
in the program and see them as examples of many decisions that
must be made under pressure from others.

The two main characters are perceived as extremes and opposites.
One is good and pure; the other is evil and bad. This stereotypic
reaction to "Trying Times" may not be desirable. It tends to
lead the students to perceive people who relent to peer pressure
as "bad" on all accounts. The teacher's guide should include
something to help teachers mitigate this effect. Roger, the older
brother, is appealing to girls in the audience and is a good ve-
hicle for the anti-smoking, anti-peer pressure message. A brother
can get away with a lecture that parents could not.

There is a moral reaction by many viewers to smoking, drinking,
and lying. This did not interfere with student understanding of
the major concepts. The concept of initiation rites was not per-
ceived by the viewers.

Post-viewing discussions averaged 14 minutes and were primarily
program-oriented. Students began to incorporate their own experi-
ences in the discussion towards the end, although personal expres-
sion remained a minor part throughout. These discussions were
more student-directed than were those following other programs
in the field test.

Recommendations for "Trying Times" do not include changes in the
program itself. Material to be included in the teacher's guide
should deal with the problems of stereotypic perceptions of
characters.
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SUMMARY

"PRESSURE MAKES PERFECT"

"Pressure Makes Perfect" is designed to help adolescents recognize
pressure to achieve, to explore the *effects of pressure, and to
learn ways of coping with it.

This program was field tested in 26 classrooms at 5 sites. A
total of 676 students participated in this evaluation.

Although attention to the program was generally high, two problems
appeared. First, the opening sogment does no grab, attention; it
gradually gains it. Because of the fantasy sequences in the be-
ginning, this initial inattention reduced comprehension and in-
creased confusion. Second, the long piano practice sequence in
the middle quickly loses student interest and could be shortened
without loss.

The concept is seen as pressure to achieve (play, perform) and
not primarily as parental pressure. Students report a highly
traditional view of the relationship between Nan and the adult
community. Rebellion is neither a satisfactory nor acceptable
coping mechanism to these students. The aggressive resolution
at the end of the recital causes discomfort; it is enjoyable
but consciously rejected as a model.

Nan and her mother are perceived in sharp contrast; most of the
respondents take the parental point of view. as correct, although
they are able to generate a variety of coping mechanisms for
dealing with the problems Nan faces.

The many fantasy sequences are ambiguous and confusing and cause
comprehension problems. The technique of intercutting reality
and fantasy, without using special effects or music to help the
audience distinguish between them, may be too sophisticated to
use with this audience. The dialogue between Nan and her class-
room teacher about career choices is neither heard nor compre-
hended by most of the viewers because of poor sound quality.

Post-viewing discussions averaged 11 minutes and were heavily pro-
gram-oriented. Teachers also emphasized "Others/Concepts" and
"Alternatives." Students began with some self-involvement but it
decreases significantly over time; alternatives remain high
throughout the discussion.

Recommendations for this program include a number of changes in
the program itself, both because of audio problems and because
of the confusion in the fantasy_ sequences.
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SUMMARY

"WHAT'S WRONG WITH JONATHAN?"

"What's Wrong With Jonathan?" is designed to encourage young
people to recognize daily pressures and to provide them with
opportunities for learning skills to deal with them.

This program was field tested in 29 classrooms in 5 sites. A

total of 769 students participated.

Attention levels were high, and no specific scene or segment of
the program could be isolated as weak in this area.

Jonathan is perceived either as a boy who had a bad day or as a
bad boy who precipitated most of the minor catastrophes that be-
fell him. This dichotomy is accentuated in the discussion.
Classes that discussed the bad day concept dealt more with the
choices, decisions, and coping skills necessary to adjust to such
a day. In classes which treated Jonathan as a bad boy, discus-
sion centered on Jonathan's personality and not on coping mech-
anisms.

The events of the program are well-received and understood. A

variety of coping skills were generated by the viewers. This
audience might not yet be ready for active teenage rebellion;
they seek to talk out problems rather than aggressively confront
them.

The opening and closing sequences are not especially well-acted
--adults see Jonathan as a poor actor, children see the parents
as stilted and weak. What's more, some viewers misperceive Jon-
athan as punished by being told to study. This is seen as a
vindictive act and not as the last straw.

Recommendations for this program include a revision of the first
and last scenes; other minor production problems are of little
concern. The teacher's guide should also strengthen the "bad
day" concept and play down the "bad boy" notion.
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SUMMARY

"GETTING CLOSER"

"Getting Closer" is designed to help students understand that
anxiety and concern about interacting with persons of the other
sex are important and universal and to assist them in coping
successfully with those feelings.

This program was field tested in 30 classrooms in 6 sites. There
were 784 students involved.

Attention to "Getting Closer" was very high, 96%. Two sharp drops
were obviously responses to program events that caused students to
look at one another in reaction. The first is when Greg throws a
football at Louie's door; the second is when Greg's sister catches
him practicing for the dance.

For student viewers, this is a very successful program, although
its moments of personal revelation and intimacy may cause discom-

fort and titters of recognition. Greg's shyness is seen as the
central problem. The viewers note the numerous attempts to cope
with interpersonal problems. They identified readily with the
attributes of each of the four main characters.

Fantasy scenes caused almost no problems. Hugging Laura' at foot-
ball practice seems to have had a significant impact on the view-
ers. Students exhibited a sophisticated understanding of the
death sequence and of the social functions of playing cards.

One production problem was a scene at the dance when another boy
comments on the condition of Greg's shirt. The dialogue is inaudi-
ble and the visual contrast is not sharp; they interact and cause

confusion.

Teachers find this a sensitive program and rate it difficult to

handle in the classroom. It should not be one of the first pro-
grams used in the series.

Much of the discussion was spent generating alternative endings'or
options for the actors' behaviors. Post-viewing discussion was
exceptionally long--an average of 15 minutes. Teacher behavior
changes from "Program Only" to "Others/Concepts," The student dis-
cussion follows the same pattern only a few minutes later.

Recommendations for "Getting Closer" include changing the armpit
scene, and having a word of encouragement for teachers in the guide
to the effect that students find this program very appealing and
enjoyable.

12
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SUMMARY

"NO TRESPASSING"

"No Trespassing" is designed to stimulate discussion about an in-
dividual's need for privacy and to help young people cope with
their feelings when they are denied opportunities for privacy.

This program was field tested in 32 classrooms in 6 sites. A
total of 798 students participated in this evaluation project.

"No Trespassing" elicited a high and consistent rate of atten-
tion. No particular scenes or events significantly reduced this
attention level.

Viewers perceived a variety of privacy problems illustrated in
this program. They perceived Alex's attempt to deal with his
problems as inadequate and were able to generate an expanded list
of options for resolving specific privacy issues. Different
coping mechanisms were created for resolving Alex's problems with
each of his protagonists.

The opening scene is confusing. It seems to have no context for
the action and is reported to be too long. However, this scene
does not confuse or detract from the program.

Privacy is a salient issue in the lives of the viewers. The
problems that were important to Alex were also important to the
students, e.g., a place to be alone. That the actors were black
had no effect on student reaction.

Post-viewing discussion was heavily teacher-directed, probably
because of the teachers' inexperience with television. "Program
Only" discussion was flat and remained high for the entire dis-
cussion period. Students were very much personally involved in
the discussion and reported numerous personal experiences.

Recommendations for "No Trespassing" include limited modifica-
tion of the long chase scene in the beginning.

13
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SUMMARY

"FAMILY MATTERS"

"Family Matters" is designed to assist students to recognize and
understand the family characteristics that promote the well-
being of family members and to help them improve their own skills
as family members.

This program was field tested in 20 classrooms in 4 sites in the
United States. There were 496 students participating.

Attention to the program was generally high but dropped off
for two completely no-action sequences. One is when Andy walks
by the water and the second is when she dials the telephone
in real time. Neither one of these is a critical problem.

Viewers seem to have comprehended the specifics of Andy's prob-
lems, identified her needs within the concept of family, and
listed various actions she undertook to resolve her intrafamily
dilemma. Students' perceptions of "Family Matters" would have
to include three important concepts: 1) the divorce was robbing
Andy of the love and attention of both her parents; 2) Andy had
been trying and would continue to try to reunite her parents;
3) there was great discomfort and embarrassment at her parents'
arguing in public. A variety of coping mechanisms suggested by
students centered around these three concepts.

Each of the characters is seen as selfish in his or her own way
by many of the students. Each is also an active manipulator of
the other. None of the characters evoked a great deal of
sympathy.

The flashbacks were perceived and understood by all viewers and
no particular production problems arose.

Post-viewing discussions averaged about 11 minutes and primarily
consisted of discussion about the program itself. Teachers and
students felt uncomfortable with the topic and were unwilling to
offer their own personal experiences. The program may be per-
ceived as sensitive if only because its topic has not been openly
discussed before.

Recommendations for "Family Matters" include minor changes in the
program itself and an emphasis in the teacher's guide on ways
for teachers to use this program effectively in their classes.
Special prompting may be required.

14
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SUMMARY

"MY FRIEND"

"My Friend" is designed to assist each person in understanding the
need for a personal racial or ethnic identity and to help him or
her appreciate the qualities that are common to all human beings.

This program was field tested in 35 classrooms in 5 sites in the
United States. A total of 910 students participated. Attention
to this program was relatively high. In 2 instances it signifi-
cantly diminished. One of these was an all-talk/no-action scene
in which Eddie and his father discuss the decisions that have to
be made regarding friendship with Virgil. Attention also dimin-
ished in a long scene of outdoor beauty during which Virgil and
Eddie discuss the potential problems they would face in school.
In this instance, many students may have turned and related to one
another in reaction to what they saw on the screen. In neither
case was this diminution of attention considered significant.

Viewers of "My Friend" understood the complex friendship that ex-
isted between the two boys; they understood the potential for
change moving from elementary to secondary school. Students saw
legitimate reasons for both boys to be concerned about the con-
tinuation of their friendship. Many of the students reported
similar dilemmas in their own lives.

Many of the cultural differences between the whites and Navajos
were explored and perceived. Virgil's difficulties were thought
to be complicated by the traditional views held by his parents.
The concluding scene was perceived primarily as sarcastic by the
viewers. They held very ambiguous notions about the possibilities
for Virgil and Eddie continuing their friendship.

Students could identify with both of the cha- racters and had little
difficulty in understanding their motivations. Rural children had
the easiest time in identifying with the characters and events of
the program. However, urban and inner-city students were equally
adept at perceiving and dealing with the problems raised by this
program.

The discussion following this program was one of the shortest of
the 8 programs evaluated, lasting approximately 10 minutes. Most
of the discussions fell into the "Program Only" category for both
students and teachers. Analysis of the narrative running accounts
indicated that much of the discussion included a comparison of the
2 cultures and their beliefs and customs. The discussions also in-
dicated that students and teachers were able to generalize from the
Navajo/white problem to the black/white problems present in their
own communities.

Recommendations for "My Friend" do not include changes in the pro-
gram itself. Material to be incorporated into the teacher's guide
should include conflict resolution techniques appropriate for
teachers to use in class.
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SUMMARY

"TWO SONS"

"Two Sons" is designed to demonstrate that the identity of a child
as a good child or a bad child has advantages and disadvantages- -
that this is a common condition often developing unconsciously and
without malicious intent in many families and groups.

This program was field tested in 25 classrooms in 5 sites in the

United States. There were a total of 608 students included. At-

tention to this program remained relatively high throughout the
entire 15 minutes. Although this program was divided between all-

talk/no-action sequences in the car, and flashbacks and fantasies
from Greg's mind, combined ifi the intercutting of the two, it
maintained a high level of attention. There is no scene or seg-
ment that results in an attention problem.

This program was analyzed for: 1) viewer comprehension of the
scenes and events and their temporal order; 2) the perception of

the four main characters; and 3) viewer mood and affect as a re-

sult of the program.

Students perceived the intrafamily communication problems and the
sibling rivalry illustrated in the program. Character motivations

were understood and a variety of alternative coping meohanisms

were generated for Greg's behaviors. Certain scenes, especially
flashbacks, were not uniformly understood by the students. The

card playing .scene stands out as one that was completely confusing
to both teachers and students. Determining the temporal order of
program events caused a problem for many.

Each of the four main characters is seen as complex and extremely

different from each other. The father's negativism can be con-
trasted with the mother's nurturance. Greg's immaturity and con-

fusion can be contrasted with Jim's projection of the "good child"

image. The good child/bad child concept is paralleled by the good

parent/bad parent concept.

Viewers are relieved when the program is over and are pessimistic
about the potential for family change. This feeling of hopeless-

ness is pervasive and strong. There is no question that the pro-
gram has an effect on the viewer's mood.

Post-viewing discussions were short, approximately 10 minutes,

and were primarily about the program itself. Much of the discus-

sion consisted of attempts at explanation by the teacher of pro-
gram events that were not clearly understood by the students.

Recommendations for "Two Sons" include a number of changes within
the program itself, with special emphasis given to the teacher's
guide in helping both teachers and students understand the program

events and helping them deal with the reactions generated by the

program.
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